Creative Challenge #7 –

ACCESSORY
We’re all friends here, so just
admit it; you’ve always wanted
to cover yourself in buttons,
haven’t you, Poppet? Now’s
your chance! That doesn’t mean
go all British Pearlies on us,
though.
Here’s your Challenge. Design and make an accessory!
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS:
1. Can the accessory be for any gender and/or age? Yes
2. Can the accessory be sewn, glued, woven, etc.? Yes
3. Does the accessory have to be for a person? Yes
4. Can the accessory combine different materials? Yes
5. MUST the accessory design focus on buttons? YES! Or they should be the
“crowning final touch” that pushes the composition ahead!
There will be FUN! It’s a bit of the old tickety‐ boo.

Don’t miss out.

POSSIBLE COMPOSITION THOUGHTS:
1. Does the entry have a minimum of five buttons.
2. Are the buttons arranged to complement the item? Each other?
3. Are any other materials creatively used in the composition?
4. How much does creative use of the buttons make a statement (subtle or bold)?
5. How much does creative use of the buttons enhance the complete “package”?
Each entry requires a $3 entry fee.
Fees may be paid from the main CREATIVE CHALLENGES web page
or at the NBS Store. Click the squares to select your challenge(s).
Enter as often as you like!
Everyone can participate online OR at the convention!
JUNIORS compete FREE against other juniors in all categories
All entries require only 5 buttons minimum, & IMAGINATION!
No limit on the number of entries per Challenge per person.
All entries should be submitted:
1. On site on Monday at the NBS convention OR
2. Online via email by August 1 for a digital competition.
Ribbons and prizes will be awarded for each Challenge.
PLUS, People’s-Choice Awards—for online and for on site.
Entries will be shared on the NBS Creative website pages.
Questions? Email us at creative@nationalbuttonsociety.org

